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H974 CO
think a bit of legislative history is in-
teresting here.

Mr. Speaker, first business groups
complained that without these provi-
sions they would not be able to advo-
cate for an employee not being treated
fairly by their HMO. So the gentleman
from Georgia (Mr. NORWOOD) and I put
those exceptions into the bill. Then
those same business groups complained
that the exceptions were in the bill.
You just cannot please some people.

Now let us talk about the punitive
damages protections in the House bill.
This is another case in point of how
you just cannot please some people,
This provision was suggested to me, as
a matter of fairness, by members of the
industry. They said if we are going to
be bound by the externai review
board's decision and if we follow the
board's decision, then we should not be
liable for punitive damages, quotelun-
quote.

Know what? I agreed, and this provi-
sion in my original bill was incor-
porated iota the Norwood-Dingell-
Ganshe bill. Maybe Heritage does not
think that this provision is significant.
but that is not what I have heard from
the industry Remember, this punitive
damages relief would apply to all
health plans under our bill. not just to
group health plans.

While the Heritage paper closes by
saying that the bipartisan House bill
would result in, quote, a staggering
amount of red tape for American doc
tors and patients, unquote, well. Mr.
Speaker over 300 patient and profes-
sional organizations have endorsed the
bipartisan House bill. Spare them your
crocodile tears, please.

The Heritage paper also quotes Pro-
fessor Alain Enthoven, a health policy
analyst. from his paper, "Managed
Care: What Went Wrong? Can It Be
Fixed?"

Mr. Speaker, the Bipartisan Con-
sensus Managed Care Improvement Act
will go a long way to fixing the prob-
lem that Dr. Paul Ellwood. the father
of managed care, expounded on at a
Harvard conference last year. In speak-
ing of the takeover of health care by
managed care. Dr. Ellwood said, quote,
"Market forces mill never work to im-
prove health care quality, nor will vol-
untary efforts by doctors and health
plans. It does not make any difference
how powerful you are or how much you
know. patients can get atroctous care
and can do very little about it."

Remember, this is the originator of
the concept of managed care. He goes
on to say, "I have increasingly felt
that we have to shift the power to the
patients. I am mad." he said, "in part
because I have learned that terrible
care can happen to anyone."

Mr. Speaker, the Norwood-Dingell-
Ganske bipartisan House bill which
passed this House with 275 bipartisan
votes would shift that power to the pa-
tient. I sincerely hope that the con-
ference committee gets the message.
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CYBER TERRORISM, A REAL I would like to begin by talking
THREAT TO SOCIETY about what has already happened to

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under make it clear that our subject tonight
the Speaker's announced policy of Jan- is not an imaginary one. It is all too
uary 6, 199, the gentleman from New real. Listen to George Tenet, the direc-
Jersey (Mr. ANDREWS) Is recognized for tor of the Central Intelligence Agency,
half the remaining time until mid- speaking a few months ago. He said,
night, approximately 50 minutes, as and I am quoting, "An adversary capa-
the designee of the minority leader ble of implanting the right virus or ac-

Mr. ADREWS_ Mr. Speaker. I want cessing the right terminal can cause
to begin by expressing my appreciation massive damage to the United States
to the Chair at this very late hour and of America," the right virus or the
to the members of the staff who are so right terminal.
diligently working here with us and for L] 2111
us at this very late hour as Wall.

We are gathered tonight at a time of In 1100, two yougters in California,
unprecedented peace and power for our directed by a hacker in the Middle East
country. Because of the enormous dedi- who was later described as the Ana-
cation and sacrifice of Americans who lyzer, launched attacks which dis-
have served in our armed forces rupted our troop movements in the
throughout history, around the world Persian Gulf. These two young hack-
in the past and at present, our country ors, based in California and directed by
is stronger and more secure than it has the Analyzer in the Middle East, dis-
ever been. and that is a blessing for rupted troop deployments to the Per,
which we are truly thankful. sian Gulf in February of 1998 from Call-

Certainly that tanks is directed at fornia, launched attacks against the
those who wear the uniform of our Pentagon systems. the National Secu-
country tonight around the world and rity Agency and a nuclear weapons re-
those who have so nobly worn it in the search lab.
past. It is truly a gift mid a legacy that The deployment disruptions, that is.
we enjoy tonight. the disruptions in the deployment of

Our relative strength in the world our troops around the world and the
does not mean that we live in a purely Persian Gulf, from a computer ter-
safe world, a world without risk. We minal in California. were described by
must endeavor not to repeat the mis- Deputy Secretary of Defense John
takes of history, where very often at Hamre, a real leader in this field, as
times when we felt most safe we were "the most organized and systematic at-
most vulnerable. tack" on U.S. defense systems ever de-

There are clearly three areas of tectd. In fact, they were so expertly
major threats to our country's security conducted that President Clinton was
as we gather tonight. The first is the warned in the early phases that Iraq
threat of an emerging competing glob- was most probably the electronic
al superpower in the People's Republic attacker.
of China. The second is the continued Two teenagers steered and directed
virulent presence of regional negative by a master hacker halfway around the
hostile dictatorial forces such as Sad- world, launching what our number one
dam Hussein in the Persian Gulf. Presi- defender has called the most organized
dent Milosevic in the former Yugo- and systematic attack on sophisticated
slavia. Those two threats, the threat of defense computer systems, so sophisti-
China and the threat of those regional cared that in the early hours of the at-
dictators, are very severe threats In- tack the President of the United States
deed. I trust that in the coming weeks was told by his most wise and knowl-
and months we will consider as a Con- edgeable advisers that Iraq was the
gross, along with the executive branch electronic attacker. It was not Iraq, it
and the military, ways to confront was two U.S. citizens directed by a
those threats, hacker in the Middle East.

This evening I want to spend, Mr. Gn March 10, 1997, another teenager,
Speaker. some time talking about a this one based in Massachusetts, in-
threat that is not so easily detected, is vaded a computer system run by the
not so obvious, but a threat that I be- Bell Atlantic company in Massachu-
Heve is truly lethal and deadly, a setts, knocked out telephone commu-
threat that is unlike any threat that nications, among them telecommuni-
we have faced in the history of our re- cations, telephone service, for the
public, and that is the silent but deadly Worcester, Massachusetts air traffic
threat of cyber terrorism, the quiet but control system at that airport in west-
lethal assault on our country's systems ern Massachusetts. The tower was
and people, which I believe will be one knocked out for 6 hours.
of the major issues in the new century, Let me read from a report from the
the new millennium, in the defense of Boston Globe of March 19, 1998. "The
our count % computer breach knocked out phone

Unlike te growth of a large super- and radio transmission to the control
power army, unlike the proliferation of tower at the Worcester airport for I
arms from a hostile nation state, we hours, forcing controllers to rely on
cannot readily or easily see the devel- one cellular phone and battery powered
opment of the cyber threat. I pray that radios to direct planes."
we may never feel it and tonight I One teenager hacking into a com-
would like to talk about how we can puter system of a major regional tele-
prepare for It. phone company, knocking out for 6
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hours the telecommunications capac-
ity of an entire area. and including an
airport. And as people flew through the
sies above Worcester. Massachusetts,
the air traffic controllers relied on one
cell phone and battery powered radies
to direct the planes.

Joseph Hogan. who manages the con-
trol tower at Worcester and 26 other
airports for the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration, said this: "We relied on
our back-up systems, and, thank good-
ness. they worked. Had we been busier,
the potential for a serious incident
with dire consequences was there." Six
hours.

In i997. our intelligence community
conducted what was called Operation
Eligible Receiver, a war game played in
cyberspace, an intelligent and far-
reaching attempt by the U.S. military
and intelligence community to game
out what would happen if a hostile for-
eign power tried to attack our systems
aiound the country.

A so-called red team put together by
the intelligence community pretended
to be North Korea. Thirty-five men and
women specialists, 35 people using
hacking tools freely available on 1,900
web sites, Mr. Speaker, any of our lis-
teners tonight could access on their
home computer right now. These 35
men and women accessing those 1,900
web sites in the public domain man-
aged to shut do-n large segments of
America's power grid and silence the
command and control system of the
Pacific Command in Honolulu.

The Defense Information Systems
Agency. DISA, launched some 38.000 at-
tacks against its own systems to test
their vuinerabilities. Only 4 percent of
the people in charge of those targeted
systems realized they were under at
tack, and, of those, only 1 in il0 re-
ported the intrusion to the superior au-
thority.

We had a war game, and the good
guys lost The smartest and most capa-
ble people that we have were rather
easily outwitted by this war game.

A Pentagon report goes on to say
that probing attacks against the Pen-
tagon, there are tens of thousands of
them a year, are routed and looped
through half a dozen other countries to
camouflage where the attack origi-
nated. Information warfare specialists
at the Pentagon estimate that a prop
erly prepared and well-coordinated at-
tack by fewer than 20. 30 computer
virtuosos, strategically located around
the world. with a budget of less than
$10 million, could bring the United
States to its knees. Such a strategic
attack mounted by a cyber-terrorist
group. either sub-state or non-state ac-
tors, that is to say either terrorist
groups that are not part of any state or
terrorist groups that are sponsored by
a rogue state, would shut down every-
thing from electric power grids to air
traffic control centers. A combination
of cyber-weapons, poison gas and even
nuclear devices could produce a global
Waterloo for the United States.

In 1999. the Pentagon tracked 22,144
intrusions on its own sensitive com-
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puter systems. 22,144 times in the last Chairman SPENCE and Mr. SKELTON and
calendar year people figured out how to Chairman WELDON and Chairman
hack their way in to our most vulner- SAXTON and those of us working with
able systems. That is according to them on this effort are going to elevate
Major General John H. Campbell of the this issue in this Congress, in this do-
United States Air Force. fense budget and defense bill. and take

Deputy Secretary Hamre reports that some important steps that really need
his sources show that there are at least to be taken.
20 countries who presently have infor- Now, these steps would follow on the
motion warfare strategies and oper- heels of the President's directive num-
ations active against the United br 52 which was Issued on May 22, 1998.
States. This is an overwhelming and That directive, which is well under
compelling body of evidence that says way, is a good first step toward ad-
that this is not a question of whether dressing the very real problems that I
we will be prepared for something that talked about tnight. But I think we
will happen to us in the future; this is have to build on those steps and under-
a question of how well we are prepared stand the very unique nature of the
for something that is happening to us problem before us.
right now tonight around the world.

Sow, there is good news to report. 'A Our country is organized, and well
a member of the Committee on Armed organized, for the world of physical
Services, I have had the opportunity to space. Our military strategy has al-
meet and listen to and be briefed by ways been about protecting and defend-
some incredibly committed and tal- ing key points of territory, the seas,
ented men and women, both in the ci- land, so we could protect the soy-
vilian service of this country and the ereignty and rights of our people. We
Department of Defense and in the uni- have always recognized a distinction in
form of this country in the branches of our civil law between civilian and mill-
our armed Services. and also serving in tary, between police action and law en-
the various intelligence agencies of forcment on the one hand and mill-
this government' try action on the other.

Mr. Speaker. we are blessed tonight These are time-honored and wise dis-
with a robust, dynamic and bright tinctions that we should never forfeit.
corps of young men and women who are but they are distinctions based on the
committed to defending their country. physical world. And when we deal with
With the tools that we have given the world of cyber-terrorlsm, we need
them, they are doing a magnificentjob. to rethink them. By no means should
Deputy Secretary of Defense Hamre is we abandon cherished principles that
the leader of this effort and deserves recognize that civilian authority rules
special praise. His Assistant Secretary, our country and the military serves ci-
Art Money, deserves special praise. and vilian authority. By no means should
so do many others who work at their we abandon the principle that recog-
direction who have foreseen this prob- nizes the rights of Americans to enjoy
lem, have been so diligent in pursuing privacy in their homes, the reasonable
it, and are truly inspiring in their level expectation of privacy in their affairs.
of preparation. By no means should we forfeit those

I have no doubt, no doubt whatso- principles, but by no means should we
ever, that if we do ourjob, Mr. Speak- permit those who would do us harm
er. and give these civilians and ul- and terror to hide behind those prin-
formed personnel and intelligence per- ciples to abuse the purposes of those
sonnel the tools to do their job. they principles and subject the country to
will eseel in doing theirjob and protect horrible acts of destruction.
our country.

This isue is not new to this oor. ionth I will be introducing leg-The gentleman from Pennsylvania lr. islation that creates a strategy to ad-
WELDON), my friend and colleague from dress what I believe are the three great
nearby Pennsylvania, has been working questions posed for our country by the
on this issue years before it found its here and instant onslaught of cyber-
way into the headlines. He is serving as terrorism.
the Chairman of the Subcommittee on The first question is how can we
Research and Development of our Cam- make sure that our military is fully
mittee on Armed Services and has been prepared? The President has given us
a long time advocate of this cause. great guidance in this in his budget

The gentleman from South Carolina proposals for the new fiscal year. He
(Mr. SPce), the chairman of the has set aside $91 million. not for soft-
Committee on Armed Services, a Re- ware or fancy computers or bricks and
publican. and the gentleman from Mis- mortar, but he set aside $91 million so
souri (Mr. SKELTON). the Democratic we can be sure that the smartest and
ranking member of the committee, most motivated Americans serve their
have very wisely appointed a special country in this field. Scholarships for
task force of our committee to focus on bright young students, continuing edu-
cyber-terrorsm in this year's defense cation for those who already serve, in-
budget. That special committee is ably stitutes and centers and programs for
chaired by my neighbor and friend, the people to come together from the
gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. worlds of business and academia and
SAXTON). The members of the coe- government and the military and think
mitten are truly dedicated to this put- about ways that we can address and
pose, and I believe that the efforts of solve these problems.
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I believe, based upon the classified

briefings I have been privileged to re-
ceive and the record in the public do-
main, that the U.S. military, the U.S.
intelligence community and the civil-
ian employees of the Department of
Defense are ahead of the curve in this
area. We are by no means invulnerable
in our defense infrastructure, but this
is a problem that has been thoroughly
analyzed and I believe we are well on
the way to thoroughly protecting the
key defense infrastructure of our coun-
try in military bases Mound our coun-
try and around the world.

But that leads us to the second ques-
tion. which I am not so confident has
been resolved, and that is what can we
do to protect ourselves against the
place at which we are most vulnerable,
and that is in the civilian infrastruc-
ture and civilian systems of our coun-
try?

E0 2230
When the California hackers hacked

into the Pentagon computers and dis
rupted our troop deployments in the
Persian Gulf, it was shocking. But the
Defense Department has acted swiftly
and, I believe, powerfully, to prevent
future repeats of this problem, future
manifestations of this problem.

The same really cannot be said of our
civilian sector, of the air traffic con-
trol system. of water and power utili-
ties, of our banking and financial sys-
tem, of our transportation and law en-
forcement systems. Not because these
people are not doing their jobs; they
are doing a very good job, Mr. Speaker.
But I think the same level of con-
fidence cannot be stated about civilian
institutions because they are civilian
institutions. Thank God for the fact
that the United States of America is
not organized as a military society.

In our country, the military does not
run the airports. the military does not
run our court system or our 911 system
or our water and sewer and power sys-
tems; and may they never, because we
are not that kind of society and the
military is not designed for that pur-
pise in America. These systems are run
by some combination of public and pri-
vate institutions that do a wonderful
job of fueling and supporting the
strongest economy in the world, but
they are not organized for the purpose
of preventing cyber-terrorism.

The phone companies are organized
for the purpose of making our calls go
through and our data. The water and
sewer and power utilities are organized
for the purpose of making the lights go
on when we turn the switch and the
water go on when we turn the faucet
and the heat go on when we turn the
thermostat up. The air traffic control
system Is designed to get us safely
from one point to another. The 911 sys-
tem is designed to dispatch the brave
and courageous men and women who
ride in our police cars and who drive
our ambulances and serve on our fire
trucks and ocher emergency vehicles.
Those systems work.

NGRESSIONAL RECORD-HOUSE March 14, 2000
Late in 1999, we saw as a country same way they were for Y2K. They will

that we had a major and comprehen- propose an active, cooperative system
sive effort to make sure that acci- between and among our military and
dental breakdowns in that system our law enforcement and our civilian
would not paralyze and cripple our entities, and it will propose reasonable
country. The phrase "Y2K" became for- and well-targeted financial assistance
ever embedded in our national lexicon, for those aspects of industry and the
and it was an American success story. private and civilian sector that reach
At my house, we filled our bathtub up the goal most expeditiously and most
with water on New Year's Eve and efficiently.
made sure we had ol1 the flashlights There are precedents for this, Mr.
ready and made sure we had some Speaker. Our MIRAD program. our
means of communicating with our shipbuilding program is a good prece-
loved ones, because we were not sure, dent and it works this way, and my leg-
were not exactly sure that the water islation will reflect this principle. We
would work or the lights would stay on say to certain shipbuilders that if you

and the phones would work the next are building a cargo ship, the Govern-
day, or at 12:01. To the everlasting ment of the United States will sub-
credit of America's institutions. in sidize in part the construction of that
most cases, in most ways, everything ship through loan guarantees and di-
worked, because we were preoarid. rect cntributions, We will help you

But the Y2K story was really just the build your ship. What you need to do
tip of the iceberg, Mr. Speaker. because for us in exchange is to make that ship
the real question is what if somebody available at a time of national emer-
intended to do us harm. What if it was gency, to carry military cargo so we

not an accident that the computer syn- can deploy our troops around the world

ters turned over from 99 to 00 but if and when necessary. It is burden-

what if someone who could not defeat sharing between the vibrant commer-
ubydropping bombs on our po cial sector and the military and law en-

plants or could not defeat us by byving forcement carrying out its mission to
aving defed and protect the county.

an army invade our shores decided to That is the approach that I think we
defeat us and create chaos in America should take in cur bill, is to share the
by hacking into our systems on pur- burden with the dynamic private sec-
pose and create that kind of havoc? Are tar. but encourage and indeed require
we prepared' I think the aiswer is not that sector to bring its level of protec-
nearly well enough, as the inci dent in tion up so that when someone wants to
Massachusetts in 1997 shows, hack into an air traffic control system,

So what do we do about it? Well. when someone wants to mask the com-
there are three approaches we could pacer at the water utility so that
take and two of them are absolutely when the person reading the water util-
wrong. One approach would be to say ity computer screen thinks there is no
that let us militarize everything, let us arsenic in the water because that is
be sure we can defend our airports and what the printout says, but there is at-
our power plants and our phone sys- senic in the water because someone has
ters and our 911 system; let us put the bugged the computer, there is a backup
military In charge of it. There is no system. Or when someone, and this has
one, I trust, in this House and no one, happened, hacks into the telephone
I am certain, in America's military es- system ad reroutes 911 calls to a por-
tablishment who would want that to- nographic call-in line, as has happened,
suit. nor would I. or a pizza delivery service, as has hap

The second approach would be pned chaos will nor ocr; but there
let us just see what happens. Let us let will be a backup system in place.
the normal market forces which work The third thing that my legislation
so well in organizing our economy han- will do is to answer the question of pre-
dle this problem. I know of very few vention, and prevention is what we
captains of industry who would be so most want. We want our military to be
naive as to agree with that statement, able to protect us so that we can pre-
Our phone companies. our power con- vent cyber-attacks. We want our civil-
paties. our transportation companies in sector to ramp up its efforts so that
are not organized to defend against tar we can be protected from cyber-at-
roricts. nor should they be. They are tacks. However, sometimes they are
organized to deliver goods and services still going to happen, as they did in
at a profit or in the proper way to the 1998 when the California hackers, aided
public, by the Middle East hacker, disrupted

So there needs to be a third approach our troop deployment; as it did in t997
that is a partnership between and when the airport air traffic control sys-
among the military community, the in- ten in Massachusetts shut down for 6
telligence community. the private sec- hours. It is still going to ha pen.
tor, the academic sector, and law en- How do we very quickly find the per-
forcement. I think that American inge- petrators and understand whether this
nuty in the utility companies and the is a law enforcement problem that re-
telecommunications companies, in law quires prosecution In our criminal law
enforcement could absolutely do this enforcement system or whether it is an
job and make us thoroughly well pre- international terror problem that re-
pared for the cyber-attacks which are quires a military or diplomatic re-
happening to us as we speak, but they sponse.
need help. My legislation will propose There are two changes that I believe
that very high standards be set, the are foremost of importance that will be
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in the legislation that I propose. The people of this country license to do so and to the Paul Reveres of this effort,
first change is a change that says to with impunity. There is no Member of like the gentleman from Pennsylvania
the Department of Defense, we are this body who is more committed to (Mr. WELDON), the gentleman from
going to take the handcuffs off of your the principles of the fourth amendment South Carolina (Mr. SPENCE). and the
hands and when a Defense Department than me. I think it needs to be re- gentleman from Missouri (Mr. SKEL-
information system or computer is at- spected and revered in every way. But TON) who have paid attention to this.
tacked, we are going to let you find out this is not a fourth amendment issue; Secretary Hamre. people that work
who did it. this is a national security issue. We with him. we need to give them the

I think most Americans would be need to change the law in such a way tools that they need to continue to do
amazed. Mr. Speaker, to find out that that our military protectors and de- thisjob.
we have a law that works this way: If fenders, if they have intelligence that I notice that my friend, the gen-
tonight a hacker hacked into an impor- says that someone is trying to hack temoa from Pennsylvania (Mr.
tant Defense Department software sys- into the air traffic control system be- WELDON) is here. I am happy to yield to
tem or computer that affected the cause they are working for the Libyan him, and commend him on his leader-
launch codes for our nuclear weapons. government or the North Korean go- ship on this for many years.
or that affected our defenses against ernment or the Iraqi government, and Mr. WELDON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
poison or nerve gas. we have a law that there is evidence in State and local Speaker. I thank my colleague and
says. until the law enforcement people criminal records that would help them friend for yielding. I came over for this
conclude and prove that the hackers find that person and stop them, we special order, having watched his be-
are foreign agents, the Department of need to empower them to do that. The ginning and agreeing totally with the
Defense cannot do anything about it. legislation that I will be proposing will statement, and I appreciate the gentle-
They have to wait until the law en, dojust that. man's leadership In making this a per-
forcement people conclude that it is Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from sonal issue for him. for taking the time
not a domestic threat, it is foreign. In Pennsylvania (Mr. WELDON), the chair- to understand a very complicated issue
other words, we treat these hackers the man of the Subcommittee on Research that many Members do not have the
same way we would someone who is and Development, and I have both time to get into, but which is so vitally
running an illegal NCAA basketball served in local government: and we un- important to our country.
betting pool on-line. derstand that one of the things that As the gentleman knows from hear.

Now. f do not for one minute dis- happens in local government is that for ings that we have held in our Sub-
regard or impugn the abilities of our a long time people will say, there real- committee on Military Research and
last enforcement people. They do a ly needs to be a traffic light at such- Development. we are going through a
greatjob. But theirjob is to deal with and-such an intersection; it is really major revolution in America that the
organized crime or with those who dangerous. And they come out to meet- people really do not understand. In
would do harm within America. It is ings and they tell their mayor and they fact, we only have had one other rao-
certainly not to deal with the Libyan tell their council and they talk for lution of this kind in our country's his-
special services forces or with people in years about the need for a traffic light, tory. It was when we changed from an
North Korea who would do us harm. Then, in places where government is agrarian country where we made most

We need a law which says, when the not very responsive, which is not true of our living on the farms and on the
Department of Defense's computer sys- in Delaware County. Pennsylvania. and land to an industrial economy, where
tams are under attack, they do ot it is not true in my area either, in people went to work in our factories
have to wait to find out who did it, places where government is not respon- building products and materials. It was
that they can immediately and expedi- sive, they do not put up the traffic a difficult change for America, but we
tiously figure it out and take whatever light. They wait until there is a fatal- did it because we wanted to lead the
steps are necessary, consistent with ity, a fatal accident at that intersee- world economy in the 1900s, and we did
our Constitution and consistent with tion. and then they rush and put the it very successfully.
our law to do something about that. traffic light up. Now we are going through a similar

The second change that I think is im- I never want to coma to this floor revolution, changing from an indus-
perative is that we change the law so and have 435 Members clamoring to trial economy to an information econ-
that our government can find out more pass legislation that would unlock the omy. where more and more every day
easily about criminal records of people potential of our military people, con- in our lives we are affected by the use
in very sensitive jobs that affect go- sistent with our Constitution; I never of computers and information tech-
ernment infrastructure. Believe it or want to have them coming to this floor nology.
not, right now, if the following oc- clamoring to do that because the morn- As a result, some very interesting
curred, the Department of Defense and Ing news is full of reports of planes and difficult challenges face us. be-
others would have a hard time getting crashing over the sky over a major air- cause the single biggest technology,
information. Let me sketch this sce- port. or thousands of people being probably, to improving our quality of
eari. poisoned because their drinking water life has been the use of information

If what happened in Massachusetts in was poisoned and the computer sys- technology.
1997 had happened because a vendor tess that would have told the utility I would argue, and I think my cal-
who was working for the phone con- that were hacked into. league would agree with me. that the
pany as a troubleshooter deliberately single biggest vulnerability to con-
sabotaged the air traffic control sys- 0 2245 tinuing our quality of life is the use of
tem, and that vendor had someone I never want to have a national up- information technology. If an adver
working there who was a spy for the roar because all the 911 calls for a sary wants to take out America. they

vendor; and that spy, in fact, had some major city went to a pizzeria or an air- know in most cases they cannot match
kind of criminal record at the State or line reservation Counter instead of to us gun for gun. tank for tank, plane for
local level that would attach that spy's the police and the fire department. I plane. That is an impossible task. But
conduct or relationships with foreign never want to have a situation where they know full well that our society is
agents, and we had in our CIA database there is financial chaos and there is a largely dependent upon information
evidence that if we knew that this spy, run on our banks because the checking systems: our military systems, our
if we knew about his record that we account records or credit card records smart weapons; but even beyond that,

could figure out who was hooked in of millions of Americans are delib- our information systems. Our banking,
internationally, our military people erately sabotauged. our communications, our air traffic

cannot get access to the State and Mr. Speaker. this is not the stuff of a control, electric grid, are all based on
local criminal records of that spy. It is Tom Clancy novel. It is the stuff that information technology.
illegal. It is unbelievable. Members of this House are hearing So if you are an adversary of the U.S.

The fourth amendment does not give about, both in classified and unclassi- in the 1st century, you are going to
someone who wants to do harm to the fled briefings. We have been warned, try to find a way to neutralize that
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technology advantage, to level the toxic material. Because a warning may for more work like the gentleman is
playing field. That is exactly what na- not be accompanied by a bomb, it may doing, and again I look forward to sup-
tions are doing today. As my colleague simply be a low-key release of an agent porting the gentleman's legislation.
knows, in classified hearings we have that we will not be able to determine Mr. ANDREWS. I thank my friend for
held, there are in fact countries today unless we have processes in place to be being here tonight as well, Mr. Speak-
that are working very diligently in able to do massive data mining. er. We are going to summarize.
finding ways to be able to shut down I want to also applaud my colleague I want again say that each one of us
the communications and information because he has been assisting very ag- involved in this effort is devoted to the
systems of America during times of gressively in establishing the first idea of our constitutional principles,
conflict, smart region in America. The idea be- devoted to the idea of the separation of

It is a major concern for us also be- hind this initiative, the HUBs project, civilian and military; of the fact that
cause we are having a difficult time is to link up as many of our institu- in this country, the military responds
keeping talented young people in the tions in the four States of New Jersey, to decisions by the civilian sector.
service when they can make three to Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Maryland Each one of us is firmly committed
four times the amount of money they to demonstrate that we can build to the sanctity of the constitutional
are making as a software engineer for smart regions in America, we can link rights of privacy, the protection
the Pentagon going out to work for a technology, but we must build security against search and seizure, the rights
private company. So we have a very in the process. We must have of legitimate people in our country to
difficult challenge keeping up with encryption capability, we must have be protected from the abuse of State
that technology leap. security controls and access controls, power. We need not choose between for-

In fact, in the past, in the history of notjust in the government agency sys- feiting our Fourth Amendment rights
the country, military technology has tems but also in our hospitals, in our and defending our country. These are
often been ahead of the civilian com- schools, in our colleges, in our private consistent goals.
munity: the first airplane, the first jet business establishments. But in order to pursue these goals, we
engine. That is changing now. With the Ijust want to add my comments and need to rethink the way we pursue
growth of the information revolution, my praise. The gentleman is a leader in them. I think that is so vary, vary im-
the private sector and information this effort. I look forward to the legis- portant.
technology companies and some of our lation that the gentleman is working Mr. Speaker. I am here late tonight,
would-be adversaries have the tech- on. As I have told the gentleman. I and normally I would have the greatest
nology capability equal to or better would be happy to cosponsor it. We privilege of my life. which is tucking
than we have in the military. There- need forward thinking, because this is my 7-year-old and 5-year-old into bed,
fore. we have a tough time keeping up. really a new challenge. It is the single my daughters Jaqueline and Josie, and
So the kinds of ideas that the gen- biggest threat to our security in the their mother did that a while ago, I

tleman is pursuing, the kinds ofstrate- lst century, the threat of being able hope, tonight.
gies to focus the attention of the to disarm America's economy and We are really fortunate that we put
American people, notcjust our military, America's quality of life by disarming our children to bed tonight in a coun-
on information vulnerability are criti- our information systems. try that is safe and strong. It is not
cally important. Mr. ANDREWS. I thank my friend, safe and strong everywhere, there are

I will give the gentleman a couple of and again, long before this was an issue children who are going to sleep tonight
horror stories. I cannot give the de- on the evening news or the front page In horribly violent neighborhoods and
tails. But to highlight the point he has of the newspaper, the gentleman from areas and horribly violent homes, ru-
made. we had a classified hearing sev- Pennsylvania (Mr. WELDON) was work- ined by alcohol and drug abuse and by
eral years ago where it was docu- ing on this issue on his committee, on all kinds of pernicious behavior.
mented to us that one of our military the floor. But this is a country that, at least in
hospitals had all of its health care It is not a partisan issue, it is an terms of pernicious behavior in the
records, all the blood types of all the issue that he has played a major role in world, is safer than it has ever been.
patients. changed by a hacker who educating people about. We thank the and is the safest place in the world be-
broke into the IT system without the gentleman for that, and I look forward cause of those who sacrificed in the
administration of the hospital knowing to following the gentleman's lead and service of their country, and who do so
all the blood types had been changed. to bringing legislation to this floor this tonight.

If the American citizen sitting at spring that will help address these But despite that sacrifice, there is a
home wants to understand the impact issues. war going on tonight. As we put our
on their life, imagine a loved one being Mr. WELDON of Pennsylvania. I look children to sleep tonight, we have to
in the hospital and all of a sudden, forward to supporting it. The gen- put them to sleep with the sure under-
every blood type of every patient has tleman mentioned bipartisan. He is so standing that there are evil and per-
been changed by someone who had ac- right. The gentleman mentioned John nlcious people in the world who are
cess to that information system. Hamre's name. There is no one I re- trying to do to us what Hitler and the

The banking system in America likes spect more in this administration than Japanese could not do to us with their
to pride itself on being the best at in- John Hamre. It is unfortunate that he bombs and their armaments in World
formation security, but we all know is leaving to go head the Center for War II, could not do to us what the
there was a New York bank just a few Strategic and International Security. former Soviet Union threatened to do
years ago that had $10 million illegally but he is a great leader. with us with their intercontinental
transferred out of its accounts by a St. It was John Hamnre who 2 years ago, ballistic missiles in the Cold War,
Petersburg, Russia firm that they were in leading this administration en this could not do to us what foreign powers
not able to stop, and the banking com- issue, made this quote: "'It is not a have tried to do to us tliroughout our
munity has had examples like that matter of if America has an electronic history. That is to undermine and de-
where hackers have broken in and Pearl Harbor. but when." stroy the sovereignty and sanctity of
taken money away. This past year when he came in be- our country. The way they are trying

As the gentleman has pointed out, we fore our committee, he said that we to do it is pernicious. it is lethal. but it
need to think differently in the 21st were at war, in a cyber war, at the very is very quiet.
century. If a terrorist group comes into moment he came in, because we were I pray that the night will never come
America and wants to discharge a in the middle of a massive attack on when we wake up and hear that nil-
chemical or biological weapon, we need our defense information systems by an lions of our fellow citizens have been
to have broad-based data systems so we organized network that we think was poisoned by their drinking water be-
can detect whether or not there is a focused in a selected few countries, but cause the software that is supposed to
pattern of occurrence of health care it has been a totally bipartisan effort, detect poison was hacked into.
problems that might indicate to us The gentleman's leadership has been I pray that we never wake up and
that someone has released some type of critically important. There is a need hear that thousands of people crashed
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to their death above airports because eted and focused the attention of the breast milk laced with methamphet-
of an intentional violation of our air Congress and the American people was amine in Orange County.
traffic control system. a situation with a 6 year old killing a An 8-week-old. i -peound boy dies

I pray that we never wake up and 6 year old. The method was by a gun, from methamphetainine poisoning
find financial chaos, and people with- and all the attention has focused on found inside a baby bottle in Orange
drawing their money from our banking the gun. But like many of the other County. An 8 year old watches and
system because the money they stories about tragedy in our society hears mom die in a methamphecamine
thought was safe and the records they today, they fail to focus on the real laboratory in Oroville, California. A 6
thought were accurate proved to be problem, the situation that led to that month eld overdoses, semicomatase.
neither, tragedy seizing, and hospitalized who drank

I pray that we never wake up to a In this instance, we had a 6 year old methamphetamine from a bottle. A 4
country where, when we try to call our who, unfortunately, came from a crack year old who tested positive for meth-
police and fire and emergency manage- house setting. The belief is that the fa- amphetamine, beaten ad hair pulled
ment personnel by dialing I11, we can- ther was in jail, a family without any out by the mom's boyfriend in Chico,
not get through because someone has normal nuclear bounds, and a situation California.
deliberately interfered with that sys- where you had. I believe, a stolen weap- One of the worst stories that was told
tem. on. No one focused that the root of the and video pictures presented at our

This is a reality. Now, thankfully, it problem was. indeed, illegal narcotics, hearing was of a young child, a young
is a reality that our military and our drug trafficking, drug addiction, girl who was beaten and tortured by
intelligence community are preparing crimes related to illegal narcotics, her parents who were both on meth-
vigilantly to protect us against. It is I had an opportunity to conduct, at amphetamine. When they finished
our job to give them the tools. But the request of Members, a hearing this beating and torturing this child, Susan
there Is immense preparation that still past week when the Congress was In re- Webber Brown told a stunned audience
must be done on this floor in legisla- tess, traveled to Sacramento, the cap- that they basically scalded their
lion with our resources to both require ital of California. and also down to San daughter to death, high on meth-
and incentivize our civilian sector to Diego to visit our joint agency task amphetamine.
meet the same standards of protection force operations in Alameda, California Now. we have heard about a 6 year
as our military has met, and then to to see how our war on drugs and our old killing a 6 year old with a gun, but
give our military and law enforcement problems with illegal narcotics in that we have not heard these stories of ba-
the tools to apprehend those who do us area of the country are progressing. bies even younger being victimized.
harm. The story I heard in hearings in Call- Hidden behind the other stories are the

Mr. Speaker, it is my prayer that fornia was as horrible as the death of facts that this 1 year old, again, came
this issue will become irrelevant be- this 1 year old, but magnified many, from a home setting, if one could call
cause we will be so well prepared, but I many times in stories of deaths of it a home, of illegal narcotics.
do not assume that that is the case. young people that I had never heard of I was absolutely shocked by the

and I am sure the American people had methamphetamine epidemic in Call-
not heard of. fornia and the Midwest. I have held

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER We had testimony by a lady by the hearings in Washington, and we have
PRO TEMPORE name of Susan Webber Brown on one of talked about it. We have heard testi-

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. the occasions of hearing, and I believe many here about it. But until one
HAYES). The Chair would remind all this was the one in Sacramento. Susan hears individuals, visits the locale, and
Members to address their remarks to Webber Brown, who is involved with a sees firsthand the damage that has
the Chair and not the television audi- program out there to help drag-ad- been done by methamphetamines, one
ence. dicted families, gave us some incred- cannot imagine the damage that has

ible and powerful testimony. been done.
She talked about a 15 month old who It is amazing that the President of

ILLEGAL NARCOTICS overdosed on methamphetamine in the United States, it is amazing that
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under Rancho Cordova. That is a 15 month the leadership of this country, It Is

the Speaker's announced policy of Jan- old. A 5 month old tested positive for amazing that the media of this country
nary 6. 1999. the gentleman from Flor- methamphetaine and succumbs to can focus on a tragedy like a 6 year old
Ida (Mr. MItA) is recognized for half the death with 12 rib fractures, a burned shooting a G year old, not focus on the
remaining time until midnight, ap- leg. and scarrud feet by a methamphet- root causes of that death and the
proximately 30 minutes. amine addict in Los Angeles, Call- deaths I have cited here.

Mr. MICA. Mr. Speaker, I come to fornia. Not killed with a gun, but mur- In fact, we are now up to 15.973 drug-
the floor of the House again at this late dered by illegal narcotics, related deaths in this country. That is
hour to talk about an issue that I al- She testified to a 13 month old who the 1999 count, and the count continues
ways try to address the House on Taes- died of heart trauma, broken spine, and to skyrocket. Many of these are silent
day nights on, and that is the question broken neck by a methamphetamine deaths, not making the front page, not
or problem relating to illegal addict. She was also raped and sod- being discussed in the talk shows or
narcotics, omized. This was in the California high the subject of the root causes of the

It has been several weeks. We have desert, death and the tragedy, not coming for-
had some intervening business and Susan Webber Brown testified about ward or part of the discussion. But I in-
time away from the House of Rep- a 25-month-old Oregon toddler who tend to make it part of the discussion.
resentatives. but some things have overdosed on methamphetamine. She Methamphetamine production, traf-
happened, and I wanted to report on testified to us about a 2 month old who ficking, and use has Increased in our
my activities as chair of the Sub- dies on methamphetamine, who had rural communities and midsize cities,
committee on Criminal Justice. Drug methamphetamine in her system in according to a published paper that
Policy and Human Resources. San Jose, California. came out January 26 this year. The re-

Another death that we did not read port stated that lab seizures, the drug
i 3about or was not publicized was the 2 labs that were seized by the Drug En-

I also wanted to highlight some of year old who ate methamphetamine forcement Administration, have in-
the reports that have filtered through from a baby food jar in Twentynine creased sixfold in the past 5 years, from
the media on this subject and bring my Palms, Calilfornia; a 14 month old who 263 seizures In 1994 to 1,627 labs in 1998.
colleagues up to date an where we are drinks lye and water from a parent's We heard testimony, not only in Sac-
and where we are going. methamphetamine laboratory, has- ramento, but also down in San Diego

Since I last addressed the House, pitalimd permanently with severe about methamphetamine. We had law
there have been some serious incidents organ damage in Fairfield, California; enforcement officials who brought
in our Nation, One that has sort of riv- a new baby who died from mother's methamphetamine to Sacramento and
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